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MINUTES OF COMMUNITY MEETING REGARDING DOWNER AVENUE 
Historic Water Tower Neighborhood 

 Wednesday, February 4, 2015 ~ 7:00 p.m. 
St. Marks Church 

 
Pam Frautschi (EMCC) made the opening remarks:  
Thanks to Joel Lee, Alderman Kovac, and Rocky Marcoux from the Department of City 
Development (DCD) who will be speaking prior to opening the floor to Q&A. The East Side is 
an exceptional place to live due to its walkability and the proximity of almost every type of 
retailer to fulfill our wants and needs. The health of Downer Avenue is crucial to us. 
“Vigilance is the price of freedom and democracy.” (not sure of citation) Pam thanked the 
neighborhood association (NA) leaders for getting the message out about the meeting. There 
will be a little poll at the end of the meeting. 
 
Joel Lee then took the floor, responding to Frautschi’s request that he provide the facts and 
figures. Lee responded that he had not prepared remarks, but would provide the facts and 
figures as best he recalled. Joel Lee’s remarks covered the following points: 
 
Lee mentioned that he has provided a detailed history of Van Buren Management 
involvement with Downer Avenue as well as architectural plans proposed to the City to a 
group including Pam and other NA leaders, held at the architect Rinka/Chung’s offices the 
prior Thursday. Encouraged residents to follow up with NA leaders. 
 
Brought in by New Land to develop medical offices. He did develop medical office space on 
the 2nd floor of 2500W block, but plans for the surgi-center on the 2nd floor of the 2600E block 
fell through with the economic downturn. New Land plans for the 11-story condo and other 
proposals also fell through with the downturn; New Land pulled out of the partnership in 
2009. Lee/Van Buren Management remained. Developed revised plans, making modifications 
recommended by Alderman Kovac, over a multi-year process of conversations. Joel thought 
he had commitment from Kovac and DCD support for a TIF. 
 
Investments Lee has made in Downer include $500K in Pizza Man, and $1.2MM in negative 
cash flow resulting from several tenants’ inability to pay full rent. By November 2014, Lee 
was in default on his loan and bank identified $2.6MM in deferred maintenance. Lee decided 
to walk away and did so in December. The property is now in receivership, owned by a 
conduit lender (part of pool of mortgages with multiple owners). (Lee later explained that the 
2nd floor 2500W property and the land on the corner of Webster and Stowell are still owned 
by him, and not included in the foreclosed property.) 
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The revised plans Rinka/Chung architects produced for Lee include: 

 scale of 11-story building reduced 

 boutique hotel in the space occupied by Ma Jolie, Chancery, and Einstein that would be connected to 
bookstore and coffee shop 

 32-unit luxury apartment at Stowell and Downer 
 
Lee requested a TIF in the amount of $2.5MM to save the theater and the bookstore, which he believes to be 
iconic. (Later in the Q&A, Lee broke down that amount as follows: medical office parking $500K, theater 
renovations/bring up to ADA code $1.5MM, bookstore $400K.) 
 
Lee mentioned that 9 screens in a market makes Landmark Theaters comfortable; the new design would add 
one screen and stadium seating for three screens, bringing total screens in Milwaukee to 6. 
 
Lee provided some detail on retailers and rent payments. He reported that Boswell pays operating expenses + 
taxes; Daniel Goldin from Boswell corrected him and actually pays OE, taxes, and 50% of the difference to 
market rate. They also differed on sq footage base for rent. Restaurant pays full market rate, Optix also. 
Theater, Paperworks, Breadsmith do not. 
 
Responding to a question re appraisal and possible auction price, Lee stated that the appraisal is $5.5MM, 
reiterated that deferred maintenance is $2.5-3MM, and it will require $1.5MM to save the theater. Estimated 
market value is $25-40/sq; there is 25-30,000 vacant sq footage. The lender discount to repurchase is/was(?) 
$2.7MM. 
 
Frautschi asked that further questions be held until all the speakers were complete. She mentioned that 
architectural drawings have been produced. 
 
Lee is bitter about the treatment he has received by the City in spite of the $ investment he has made. He 
believes he spent three years trying to work with the City with no outcome. Shorewood, Tosa and suburbs are 
all TIFing this kind of development. He asked why are we (the City) is doing this? It makes no sense to him. 
 
Alderman Kovac then took the floor.  
Kovac began with his personal history re Downer Avenue, having grown up here. He has been our Alderman 
since 2008. Downer Avenue has sentimental, social, and economic value to him. There have been vacancies in 
the past, there still are, we are still dealing with the results of years of Katz neglect, there are always 
challenges. He thanked Lee for the Pizza Man investment. He described the uniqueness of these two blocks, 
citing all the various (types of) retailers, the architecture and the history. He applauded Joel’s statement 
regarding the iconic nature of the theater and the bookstore. Keeping the Downer and the Oriental Theaters 
and the bookstore is a priority for the City and for Kovac. 
 
Kovac never offered Lee a TIF. He characterized his response to Lee’s initial request as a firm maybe. His 
practice with developers asking for TIFs is to advise of City policy and the likely outcome. In this case, he was 
open to exploring but said the TIF was not a likely or preferable outcome. In negotiations with developers, 
Kovac’s goal is to get to yes. 
 
He described the process and response to proposed streetscape work and a hotel on the corner of Park & 
Downer. The City would fund the ½ the streetscape with a grant, and the BID would borrow the other ½ with a 
low interest loan from the City. The use of real bricks was responsive to residents’ demands. 
 
There had been lots of controversy over the earlier parking garage and the 11-story condo. In discussions with 
Lee re Rinka/Chung regarding revised development plans, Kovac provided feedback re scale and design based 
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on prior issues expressed by residents, and Rinka/Chung’s design took those comments into account. Designs 
changed for the better in line with Kovac’s feedback. Tonight’s conversation about Downer is a long overdue 
public discussion. There are some vacancies, and there are development plans. There’s a lot that’s buildable 
with great potential (Park & Downer).  
 
Kovac then explained TIF funding and City policy/practice. Two kinds of TIF – infrastructure (e.g. Menomonee 
Valley, 30th St. corridor) and gap financing. Gap financing includes but is not limited to blight. The City has 
never done a TIF for East Side market rate residential use. NML received $70MM in TIF funding ($5B project); 
Kohl’s was offered a package of $100MM to move hdqtrs downtown (refused). Rationales is moving large 
numbers of jobs to downtown and not lose them to the suburbs. Since the suburban competition is cheaper, 
incentives are required. 
 
People need to let the Alderman know if they think the policy is right or needs to be changed. Lee is not the 
only one to ask for a TIF; many East Side developers have asked for TIFs (a normal course of doing business 
these days) and none granted to date. The City is not going to TIF where they think the market can work on its 
own. The idea of gap financing here could spike the asks and costs, and put developers who did not receive 
TIFs at a competitive disadvantage. Gap financing/TIF is not the City’s preferred means of  
assistance/investment. 
 
The Avalon Theater received a $300K grant. Sendik’s on Downer received a package of loans and grants. These 
businesses are iconic businesses like the Downer Theater and Boswell Books. The City prefers to invest directly 
with such iconic businesses rather than incenting the developer. If part of a larger development, the City needs 
assurance that the funds go directly to the businesses they want to save. The City did put together a package 
for Lee and the offer is still on the table; could put together another, help the BID to borrow, other options 
possible. 
 
Rocky Marcoux from DCD then took the floor. He asked for a round of applause for both Lee and Kovac. He 
opened by saying that development is risky and tough; Downer Ave/East Side is one of the most successful 
business districts in the City; and the City is built on these community conversations. This district is 11% of the 
City tax base, second to downtown which is 15%. Marcoux’ key points: 
 

 we want to see the market work 

 $300K grant money for this street on the streetscape in the past 3 years 

 $100K to Sendik’s 

 theaters are a rough game 

 developer not doing his job if he doesn’t ask for a TIF 

 suburbs TIFing everything 

 these properties are too valuable 

 Lee made a business decision to walk away. It will work its way through in the coming months 

 willing to put $ into businesses for certain things 

 willing to do grants, mini-development (matching $ to BID, borrow at City interest rates), BID with skin in 
the game – Lee owns most of the BID 

 don’t TIF hotels (Ambassador Hotel did it on its own) 

 latest iterations of potential development are great but they won’t get a TIF 

 if we TIF areas where the market is working, what do we say to areas where the market is not working? 
(Mitchell St, Bronzeville examples) 
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Q&A 
Q: Objection to Marcoux characterization of Downer Ave as “thriving”. “The market is not working here.” 
Solution = some provocative action by City, suggested 2 options: TIF/gap financing or blight the area/take 
it/resell it. Let’s not wait another 10 years to have a vibrant Downer Ave. 
Kovac: Downer Ave neither thriving nor blighted. What’s thriving? Residential. What’s not thriving? Retail. 
Marcoux: City not interested in blighting any more properties (cited large number of existing). Use blighting 
sparingly. The city is open to investing on Downer Avenue. It is a different question whether that investment 
works for Lee. 
Lee: Political decisions are arbitrary (e.g. Mandel). Merchants have also contributed (BID -- streetscape). $600K 
incremental taxes would pay back a $2.5MM TIF in 5 years; Lee would guarantee the difference if the estimate 
is wrong. Re the TIF response, a firm no from the City would have been better than maybe. 
 
Q: Stores empty because not doing enough business. What is the plan?  
Lee: Plans drawn before ($26MM with $2.5MM TIF) 
 
Q: Downer is fragile. Can’t afford to have this area fail. 
Nik: Anchor businesses. Going to be aggressive to keep businesses. Menu of City options can be used. 
 
Q: Where is the knight in shining armor? 
Marcoux: Any developer would make the payoff case – use tax savings to pay off the investment. Essentially a 
refinancing. Until actually marketed... $2.5MM – no guarantee on business success. Where would we get the 
tax base if we handed out TIF after TIF? 
Lee: The property is now owned by lender. There’s a receiver on the property. Lee managing the property and 
collecting rents. TIF is not a gift – his investment would be/have been $30MM. Available to take a look when 
the property comes up for sale. Still owns the property on Stowell & Webster, and the floor above the 
bookstore. Still has an investment in Downer. 
Marcoux: Biggest shakeout in RE market. If TIF is used you create a false economy. The Times Cinema did not 
get money from the City.  Alderman Zielinski wanted TIF for the Avalon; the City did not give TIF but the city 
did invest in the Avalon with a grant. 
 
Q: Downside of TIF? 
Kovac: Need consistency in policy. TIF now and to others that follow with precedent set will potentially slow 
down development and be contrary to state law. (This artificially prevents in any increase in tax revenue – if all 
increased tax is tied up in TIF.) 
 
Frautschi polled residents with two options – TIF for Lee or or let Downer Avenue go.  Pam pronounced the 
poll as interesting but gave no indication of a conclusion either way.  A member of the audience commented 
that the two positions are not the only options.  Not all members in the audience voted and many who had 
been there previously had left. 
 
Kovac: Open to any suggestions from anyone. 
 


